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Gain total control over the format, content, and 
delivery of your transcripts
The Transcript Solution from Evisions Professional Services enables Registrars to add flexibility to, and gain control 

over, transcript design and delivery. Move beyond the limitations of standard Banner transcripts by managing the 

layout, fonts, and graphics. This can include configurable formatting for GPA and other calculations, along with the 

ability to capture and include any data not in Banner’s standard transcripts. Then, determine the output delivery 

method that works best for you.

Frees up your time

Evisions does all the work

No per-transcript fee

Enterprise license allows for unlimited 
transcript transactions

Ensures compatibility

Evisions maintains compatibility of transcripts 
with each new release of Banner

Delivery options

Print transcripts directly or deliver electronically via email or third 
party imaging

Complete control

You manage the look, content, and delivery of your transcript, 
including custom formatting and logos for multiple colleges or 
campuses

Integration flexibility

Integrates with Banner, Self-Service Banner and external transcript 
management services

Secure Personal Data

Evisions staff is trained in FERPA compliance and takes into 
consideration sensitive data visibility



• Add data not on the standard transcript
• Configure the layout and orientation
• Customize sorting, grouping and order of data
• Add GPA calculations
• Use custom tables and fields
• Have unique official and unofficial formats
• Utilize duplex printing and signatures
• Process transcripts online or on a secure workstation
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Submit

Implementation is easy because the Transcript Solution integrates 
with Ellucian’s Banner system, as well as other external transcript 
management services. Implementation can be completed in just four 
basic steps:

1. Requirements and samples are collected
2. Evisions creates the custom transcript
3. Client and Evisions test the transcript
4. Solution is moved into production

The Evisions Transcript Solution utilizes the Evisions Argos 
development platform to allow for maximum flexibility. However, if 
your institution does not have Argos you can still use the Transcript 
Solution. This means you can have great transcripts regardless 
of the Evisions software you currently own. The one-time license 

fee plus annual maintenance cost gives you unlimited official and 
unofficial transcript processing. The Evisions Transcript Solution is 
designed to give each institution their ideal transcript with minimal 
effort. Deliverables include the necessary Argos license, training & 
installation, user’s guide, and a custom formatted transcript.

Once into production, desired transcripts can be selected and sent in just a few more easy steps:

With the Evisions Transcript Solution You Can:

Transcript Implementation & Delivery
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“I get excited when I think of all the work that 
Evisions saves us when compared to modifying 
Banner baseline programs.”

Melva Williams
Director of Internal Relations
Xavier University of Louisiana

“I found the Evisions Professional Services team to be 
very helpful and gets to the heart of the matter so 
that they can help you.”

Lynn Kohrn
University Registrar
University of New Haven

“We can make all the important information appear in 
a way that works best for our students.”

Robert Nitsos
Associate Registrar, Student Information Systems
Loyola Marymount University

“All individuals I have dealt with on the Professional 
Services team have been extremely professional and 
knowledgeable.”

Delano Sweeney
Database Systems Manager
Bluefield State College

What customers are saying about Professional Services

To see how Professional Services 
can help your organization  
work better, please visit 
www.evisions.com/services

888.533.5993  |  www.evisions.com

Evisions helps higher education organizations work better. Our software eases your administrative load – so you can get back to the process of learning and discovery. Built and 
optimized for administrators, our solutions help you stay on top of your many tasks and responsibilities, reduce hassle and waste, and work more efficiently.
07-0008-0417


